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BLASTED

UCF baseball fell 19-3 to FSU in the final
game of the NCAA Regional in Tallahassee.
- SEE SPORTS, A9

DRAFTED

Four UCF baseball players were selected in the
2004 Major League Baseball draft this week.
- SEE SPORTS, A9

New.lab
to study
thre-ats
PAULA FERGUSON
Staff Writer

. .

lOacresgo
un "in flames
:Lightning sparks
:fire at Arboretum
·•

MONICA PANAKOS
Staff Writer

UCF students had front row
: -s eats Thursday: afternoon to
:watch 10 acres of UCF's
·::Arboretum burn to the ground
: after a lightning strike ignited
: the brush between East Gemini
. and North Orion boulevards
between 4 p.m. and 4:30 p.m.
"We heard a huge crack of
thunder and I turned around
just in time to see the lightning," said Justin Porter, a student orientation coordinator
· for the 0-Team, who was nearby. "It was a really big bolt. We
heard a loud cracking noise on
the ground when it hit. We
knew it was close.
"On our way to check it out,
cops sped by us," he continued.
·~ of the fire trucks were just
· showing up when we got
there."
Porter said that · so many
drivers were stopping at. the
-light to watch the fire that traf·fic backed up, adding, "By the

time we left, [the smoke] was
flooding over the road and.hitting people's cars. The smoke
was pretty bad."
Though the flames never
crossed the road, the shards of
ash did. Witnesses reported ·
seeing the plume of smoke as
far away as Stflte Road 408 and
Dean Road. Several professors
canceled classes throughout
the Classroom I and Health
and Public Affairs buildings
due to the fire's threat and the
SHELDON COOLMAN I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
overpowering smoke.
· Top, firefighters from Station 6S attempt to contain the Arboretum blaze on the comer of North Orion Boulevard and East Gemini Boulevard on
Police soon asked nearby Thursday afternoon. Above, a firefighter sprays water to quell the burning embers thC!t remained in the area as late as Friday morning.
students to leave for their own
safety, and shut Gemini Boule- they're doing it but I'm glad the fire department simply totruly consumed by flames,
vard to the corner of Greek they're doing it."
· wasn't doing ap.ything.
\ and throughout parts of the
Park Drive for almost two
Firefighters chose to ·wait
Ryan Guerrina was sitting Arboretum the fire leapt as
hours during rush-hour traffic. for the fire to come to them, outside the Health and Public high as 80 feet.
Lt. Paramedic Elaine Fisher, rather than wasting resources Affairs Building when he first
"It was scary, because [the
who led the responding fire and time by fighting through saw the smoke. "I was con- fire] was right there - so in
crews, said the police made the the brush to reach the source of cerned because my car was your face," Guerrina said. •
decision because the smoke the blaze.
over in the parking garage right
Fisher said there was a lot of
would have made it hard for
During that time, many wit- across the street from the fire. fuel because the Arboretum
drivers to see. Also, the fire- nesses reported seeing deer The [firefighters] that I saw had not had a controlled burn
fighters had equipment in the fleeing from the burning were just kind of standing in a long time. She added that
road, which would have been woods.
there, staring at the fire/' he the fuel was very dry and the
dangerous for drivers to
In fact, firefighters did not said.
strong winds from the impendmaneuver around.
turn on their hoses until the
By 5:40 p.m., 12 mph winds ing storm increased the fire's
As the blaze burned, Fisher fire .reached the front woods had picked up and whipped the momentum.
. said, "The police department is area by Gemini Boulevard.
flames along the dense brush.
Firefighters even · used a
doing a good job of keeping the
That decision· confused The trees and bushes along 50
road clear. I don't know how some students who thought feet of Gemini Boulevard were
PLEASE SEE FIRE ON AS

In an effort to protect both
human health and the agriculture industry, Florida Agricultural Commissioner Charles
Bronson unveiled the Biosafety Level Three Laboratory
at the Kissimmee Animal
Diagnostic Lab May 26 - the
on1~ animal-testing facility of
its kind in Florida
Toxins, highly contagious
viruses, bacteria and prion
diseases - like chronic wasting disease and mad cow disease, which attack the nervous system -will be the main ·
test subjects at the 1,650square-foot facility. However,
some biological agents like
anthrax will also be examined.
Bronson says the lab will
play a critical role in responding to any possible food safety
threats. In fl press release, he
explained, "Quick detection
of any disease or pathogen is
crucial to ensuring the safety
of the public, the food supply
and livestock."
UCF currently possesses
one BSL-3 lab in the Biological
·Sciences Building, but due to
a lack of research and a medical school, the lab is incapable of testing for anthrax
and other select agents.
In comparison to Kissimmee's new lab, the UCF lab
can test for very few government-sensitive, -biological
agents from a government list
that includes roughly 50 biological organisms and biochemical toxins.
The Kissimmee BSL-3 lab
will also enable Florida to
diagnose both human and animal threatening diseases
locally for the first time ever,
allowing for more rapid diagnoses.
"This· kind of testing .normally wouldn't be done
before," said Thomas Holt,
who will implement future
testing at the facility. "Before,
samples were sent to·national
labs, but this will allow Florida to get information faster maybe within a few hours of
testing rather than days."
Additionally, the new lab is
part of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture's initial network
of surveillance labs around
the country. Through surveillance testing, the lab will be
able to screen a large number·
of animals potentially carrying high-risk diseases · like
mad cow and foot-and-mouth
disease ~ ultimately protecting Florida's livestock from
possible epidemic outbreaks
PLEASE SEE

LAB ON A4

:Campus alcohol arrests down, but referrals up
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer

Alcohol arrests at colleges
around the nation increased for
the 11th consecutive year in
2002. The recently released
data from the U.S. Department
of ftiucation shows a rise ofl0.6
percent, even as the number of
alcohol arrests on UCF's main
campus dropped in the same
year.
In fact, alcohol arrests on
UCF's main campus continued
to drop, decreasing by 36 percent in 2003.
While UCF -is bucking the
national trend in on-campus
arrests, the number of referrals
made to the student judicial
office increased by 58 percent in
2003, jumping from 71 to 102,
and there were a total of 270
liquor law violajons in UCF-

run student housing on and off
campus last year - a 260 percegt increase from 2002.
These violations, according
to the UCF Police, range from
underage drinking to open.
house parties. Cases of public
drunkenness and DUis are not
· included in the recently
released campus crime statistics.
Sgt. Troy William~on, the
crime prevention coordinator
for UCF's police department,
said that UCF recently added
1,600 new on-campus residents,
which could explain the rise in
violations.
"The residential population
is increasing, plus we have
added two new apartment complexes [Pegasus Pointe and
Pegasus
Landing],"
he
explained.
Becaus , of that increase,
;,.

UCF has hired f~ur new officers
Students violating the .UCF
this year who Will be complete- campus liquor law are referred
ly trained during the next 12 to the Office of Student Conweeks.
duct. Those who are arrested
According to the U.S. by the campus police also
Department of Education analy- receive a referral, but are sent
sis, the University of Wiscon- to the Orange County Correcsin-Madison made the most tional Facility. ·
liquor-related arrests at 837.
." It is up to the officers
However, expfrts agree that it is whether to arrest a student or
difficult to compare instittitions just give them a referral, but
based on raw numbers alone. every student violating the law
Low numbers do not necessari- is automatically referred to the
ly mean that a campus is safe [Office of Student Conduct]," .
and high numbers do not neces- Williamson said.
sarily mean that a campus is
The Family Educational
unsafe.
Rights and Privacy Act makes a
The Chronicle ofHigher Edu- . student's disdplinary record
cation, which released the part of the.educational record.
results of the 2002 analysis, This record may be accessed
reported, "Many factors influ- , by the student, the p~ent of a
ence the number and type of minor or dependent student,
crimes that occur at a particular with the student's authorizacollege, including its location
. and policing rategies."
PLEASESEE D.%CTOR ON A7

Too wasted or cheap to
call a cab? Call SafeRide
In an effort to provide a safer lifestyle for students, the Student Government Association operates the SafeRide program, which is available to students 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. "The purpose of the SafeRide is to take students
home when they are in an unsafe situation, regardless of
where they are," said Dave Pavlonnis, director of the Activity
and Service Fee Business Office.
Students can obtain SafeRide vouchers from the SGA ticket center. The vouchers are good for one academic year, starting July 1 and ending June 30. "We have issued over. 1000
vouchers in the past fiscal year," Pavlonnis said.
He·added, however, that the vouchers come with certain
restrictions on frequency of use, saying, ''We certainly don't
want anyone taking advantage of this program. [SafeRide] is
geared towards promoting staying safe, not getting drunk."
The vouchers are good on1y for the first $50 of cab fare.

..

~ ~;

Around Campus
Get a job
The Student Resource Center Room 185C, the Career
Resource Center will be hosting
a GOLD Connection workshop
at 1:30 p.m. today.
·
The GOLD Connection is
UCF's re<;ruitment management
and online resume system,
which lists hundreds of parttime and full-time jobs as well a5
internships.
The workshop will show
how to access job information
and how to post resumes for
review by companies that target
UCF students and alumni
For more information, call
the Career Resource Center at
407-823-2361.

In, out and in-between
A group to discuss issues
dealing with homophobia. relationships, coming out, being out,
religion and family will meet at
10:30 a.m. tomorrow in the
Counseling Center Room 200.
Individuals will also ,be able to
share their experiences, struggles and victories .i n being gay,
lesbian, bisexual or transgender.
For more information, contact Megan Greehe or Andrew
Blair at 407-823-2811.
~

Polish that resume

Learn to highlight skills,
activities, education and experience during the Career
Resource Center's resume
workshop. Bring a resume for
format and content suggestions.
The workshop will also cover
references and cover letters. · ·
The workshop is at 4:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the Student
Resource Center Room 185C.

Trio of exhibits
There will be three exhibits
in the UCF Library during Jutie. ,
"Haiti: Legacy of Spirit" is a
collection by Carla Summers,
head of Special Collections at
the library. Also, there Will be
"Connecting the Community: .
· Brown vs. Board of Education,"
by Carole Hinshaw, of Reference Services and John Schell of
the Office of Undergraduate
Studies. There will also be work
from students in the UCF Book
Arts Program.
The exhibits are on the main
floor -of the library. For more
· information,
call 407-823-2756. - .
.,

Nursing congratulations
Mary Lou Sole, a professor of
nursing at UCF, received the
Circle of Excellence .. :- Excellence in Research .award· from
the American Association 'of ·
Critical-Care Nurses in recognition of her career and research
contributions.
Sole's research has focused
on risk factors and airway management strategies related to
ventilator-associated pneumonia, a problem that commonly
occurs in critically ill patients.
· Also, Karen Dow, a professor
of nursing at UCF, was presented the 2004 Excellence in Breast
Cancer Award from the Oncology Nursing Society.
Dow focused her research on
improving the quality of life
among cancei; survivors, particularly women wit!i br~ast can:,
cer.
·

The Futitre · wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
colurni ·send a fax to 407-4474556 or
an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. · The
deadlines is 5 p.m Monday for
the Wednesday editimL

•
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Students make ~.a difference at camp

.To Your Health
NASEEM SOWTI

and the ·pre-med American
Medical Student Association
Staff Writer
each attend one weekend per
Past and present UCF stusemester and take about 10-12
dents are making lifetime
students for their stays.
memories while helping
Volunteers are not. only
enrich the lives of children
rewarded with the personal
with chronic or life-threatensatisfaction of their deeds, but
they also gain educational
ing illnesses by volunteering .
their time at Camp Boggy
benefits.
For education
majors, volunteering helps
Creek this summer.
"Students kept coming
~Ifill a requirement for stuback with these magical stodents' notebooks.
For pre-med students,
ries, so I felt I needed to.c heck
Yantz mentioned that medical
this place out for myself," said
schools look for service to
Susan Yantz who works in the
others among their appliPre-Health
Professions
PHOTos COURTESY STEPHANIEMURPHY
cants. In addition, volunteers
Advisement Office at UCF. Camp Boggy Creek volunteers assist
are briefed about medical
"You get .. to be a kid again children with life-threatening illnesses to
issues that deal with the spewhile there and you come enjoy a variety of experiences they may not
nonnally- from riding horses and
cific disease of the campers
back changed somehow."
The 232-acre camp gives swimming in pools to interacting with
.beforehand.
As the popularity of Boggy
children ages 7 to 16 the children their age with similar conditions.
Creek has spread, more indichance . to normalize their
vidual students ar~ choosing
lives and interact with other "The kids teach me so much
to volunteer during the sum. children battling illnesses about their disease, more than
mer because they often have
ranging from asthma to .Hrv. I could get from any textmore free time and because
The camp is located 45 min.:. book."
some "Family Weekends" fill
utes north of Orlando in Lake
Riviera recalled one camp
up rather quickly. Rot>in
County.
experience that truly touched
Brubaker, Boggy Creek's VolBudd Berringer, a former him. A shy, young girl with
unteer Coordinator, is appreUCF faculty member, is cred- cancer got on stage and belted
ciative for the summer volunited with helping to cortnect out a song for Riviera and
teers because the camp's need
UCF to the Camp Boggy other campers, receiving a ·.
is greatest during the summer.
Creek experience.
rousing applause.
"We are desperate for volAfter attending the openThree months later Riviera
unteers this summer, even
ing ceremonies and witness- ·received an e-mail from her
more so than past summers,"
ing the . campground's top- · parents saying that she had
notch facilities, such as horse passed away. Still, they graduate who lends a hand at Brubaker said. "We especially
stables, an indoor gymnasium, thanked him for bringing out a Boggy Creek. A practicing need male volunteers."
·All volunteers must pass a
a theater, and a Sea World- sideoftheirdaughtertheyhad pediatrician, Loeb volunteers
thorough application process
donated pool, an impressed never seen before - they as the camp's staff doctor.
There ~e nine week-long · that includes a background
.Berringer introduced UCF to 1hever imagined she would
the prograni.
have the courage and energy summer sessions and 20 check, two references, medHe originally infork ed · to get on stage and sing for "Family Weekends" during ical history, and a phone interthe spring and fall that are view. Yantz expressed that it
only the leaders in pre-med everyone.
orgamzations on campus due
A life-lasting memory was each s.et aside for · children takes. a special per§on to vol..:
unteer. She said, "volunteers
to their maturity and experi- created and - along with with specific illnesses.
Campers participate . iri ·mustJov~ .people, especially
ence, but those students other experiences has
quickly spread,the word about inspired Riviera to spread the normal summer camp activi- · childi;en; must be attentive
their positive· and touching word about the camp to his ties such as fishing, hiking, and, full of energy, and must
experiences with others, classmates at the University of horseback riding, swimming, not be self-centered."
archery, arts and crafts, theThere are still many open:..
including UCF faculty mem- Miami.
hers.
·
This year he brought about ater, dancing, singing, sports ings for. camps this summer,
but Brubaker · recommends
"You can see how kids with 13 students with him and said and much more. .
· The camp is non-profit and starting
the
application
certain illnesses live on a daily he knows of other UCF gradtibasis and how their daily rou- · ates who are doing the same at free of charge to the campers; process as sodn as possible
tine is changed by their condi- their respective m edical therefore; it depends entirely because there is a lot of inforon volunteers and donations mation involved and because
tion," said Torey Riviera, a for- schools.
mer UCF student and current
"You feel like you're part of to stay running, which is the camp needs applications
second-year student at the the family," Riviera explained. where UCF has played a vital turned in a minimum of two
weeks prior to the camp dates,
University of Miami School of "One weekend lives on forev- role.
·Many UCF ' volunteers preferably three to four weeks.
Medicine, who has attended er. It's really neat to see kids
Any interested volunteers,
Boggy Creek during the past come out of their shell at attend the weekend events,
four years.
camp when their parents say and two UCF organizations or those who want more infor"You learn their behaviors, they are shy at home and have continued to make these mation about Camp Boggy
weekends a priority. _.;rh~P-r~':' ;,. C{e,ek, can visit the Web site at
medicines, and how the drugs school "
·
they take affect them," he said.
Jeff Loeb is another UCF Professional Medical~$oci~fY· , :li~P.;//www.boggycreek.org.

, . GREG GIDDEN

<

Staff Writer

Toothpastes clarified

Today there are mar~ .
than 160 brands of toothpaste available, and each day
something new arrives: cin.,
namon-flavored toothpastet
ultra-whitening toothpast~.
all-bacteria-fighting toothpaste. For a while, there was
even talk of making wasab!
toothpaste, because scientists had found some bacteria-fighting
activity
in
wasabi.
. Although having choices
is a good thing, it can lead to
confusion and agony. Which
is the best toothpaste? ..J\re·
the expensive ones better
than the cheap ones? Which
whitening . toothpaste ismore effective? Is it better to
. get the tartar control one or
the plaque removing one? ',
Accoi;ding to Dr. Geraldine Ferris - a periodonti~t
in Winter Park and a member of UCF's Board of
Trustees ·- and the American Dental Association, as
long as the toothpaste has
fluoride and the ADA seal, it
will serve its purpose.
Ferris emphasized the
importance of the brushing
action itself.
"When you are standing
in front of those shelves,
before you start looking at
· the toothpastes, you should~
look at those fingers in your
hands,'' she said. "The most
important thing is jhat you
should brush [your teeth]
regularly and do it thorougb..
ly."
.
Ferris added that a p easized amount of toothpaste is
all that's n eeded, but that
"you .can · even brush your
teeth without toothpaste at
night." She explained that
"all the bubbling action and
flavor" can give a false clean
feel and prevent the individual from brushing thorough-:
ly.
Ferris
recommended
three basic steps to effective-'
ly clean the mouth and teet l;i.
1. Brush your teeth and
tongue every morning. T he
cervices of your tongue har:,
bor bac:tei:ia. Not brus:Ping
your tongue in the morning
is like putting on yesterda}".s
underwear after taking ~q
shower.
...2. Wash your mouth aftef:
you eat. This will get rid qf
substances such as sugar that
may be stuck between your,
teeth, and will loosen other·
bits and pieces of food.
··
3. Floss and brush yoqr
teeth at night. If you are real;
ly tired; you can simply wash
· your mouth and then floss
while you are lying down QJ.l
your bed. But make sure you
floss. And remember when
flossing, although it's one
space at a time, there are two
teeth harboring that sp~ce:
Be sure you polish both
sides. ·
·
,1
"The bottom line is 'that
long as the toothpaste is nqt'
too foxic" - loaded with:
chemicals - "or abrasive, k
is good," Ferris said. She cau-~
tioned that if a new paste
causes soreness in the gutllS
or lips, stop using the proq.-i
uct. And one last piece o~
advice, "Don't swallow yotlr
toothpaste!"
;

'

Side of bus honors Orange COunty cops
HEIDI A. DE VRIES

thr~e

that was illegal or could hurt men, officers found a Crown
him. Sean Manley, 20, told the Royal bag and another containofficer that he had marijuana er. Both contained marijuana
with him and, according to the debris. They also found a pair.of
Officer Patrick Stewart of Weed possession can become
report, gave Massey a medicint:; scissors that Massey assumed
the UCF police department was a shocking experience
was for cutting the marijuana.
one of only two officers ~
Officer Donald Massey pill bottle with pot inside.
Massey asked the men for
Massey's ride-along . then
selected to represent _ ~~ was patrolling the Pegasus
local law enforce- jf~~ Pointe apartment complex at their identification, and began told him that he had seen Ryan
ment on a specially '(,,fr~fllfrjf'I' 3:50 a.m. on May 23, when he to nm their information. The drop something when he
painted bus.
-.11f!fq1i11/I and his ride-along opserved . second man, Brandon Ryan, 19, picked up the bottle from
The ads will be- ··l~'i·
two men in the Pegasus Pointe tried to grab his ID away before. When they went back to
courtyard carrying what Massey later wrote in his report the tennis· courts, they found
part of a promotion for
the Law Enforcement Memori- appeared to be a beer bottle, that Ryan told.him that he was.· another bag of weed ·
Manley was charged with ·
trying to run away. · ,.
aJ. 20o4.
.
according to a police report.
· .The bus,· ''honoring those
As Massey approached the
Massey .topk-out his taser four counts ofdrug paraphe~
fallen ill the line of duty'' fea- men, the one holding the bottle and aftjvated ·it. H~. aim~d the"" Wt ~4:J?.q~~ssiqn of cannabis,
tures two .. Central Florida · droppeq it in front ofthe nearby red· dot from the taser onto • while Ryan, was charged with
policemen and a picture of the . tennis court. Massey ques- Ryan's stomach and tol~ him to tinderage possession of alcohol,
memorial between them, as tioned the men about the bottle lie on tlie ground When'he did, · resistiilg an officer without vioMassey called for backup and lence, possession of drug para·'Well as the words of Orange and retrieved it
phernalia and possession of
County Sheriff Kevin Beaiy:
Massey then asked the men . then arrested bOth men.
During a search of the two cannabis.
"Never forget." The bus ~ · if either had anything on them
ManagingEditor

rotate routes throughout
counties.
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103 OFF
w/UCF ID

OPEN · 7

••

DAYS

MON· THURS 1lam - IOpm

FRI 11 am • 11 pm

Dine In • Take Out • Delivery • Catering

7 Alafaya Woods, Ste 1000, Oviedo

110
SAT
i0pm
SUN 4pmm·
• 9pm

MATTRESS SOLD IN SETS

s35~. sn~ qg~. sgg~
Mattresses sold separately at similar saving

407-706-021 7tax.407-706-0256'
:· 2 L:ARGE :·2 MEDIUM: 1 ~~E;1~E;~E f
lunch menu available
r---------~-•-----------9-----------~

I CHEESE PIZZAS I CHEESE PIZZAS I

TOPPING & 1 o

:I $15 • 99 :I $1 3 • 99 :1 .wiNGS(orKNOTS)
2 LITER SODA
&

I·
Topping:; $1.SO
I
I additional each pizza I

Add $1 .25 for each
topping - each pizza

I
I

$1 5 95
•

I

~
j

I
t

.; '•

I~-----------+-----------+-----------t
1 MEDIUM CHEESE I
2 MEDIUM
I
I
I
PIZZA w/ONE
I
CHEESE PIZZAS
I
•
1 w/ONE TOPPING
:
TOPPING & 1 O
:
SPECIAL
I
& GARLIC KNOTS
1 WINGS (or KNOTS>
1
I
& 2 LITER SODA
I
& 2 LITER SODA
I
•
J

SAJU' RDAY

$ 99 SLICE f

I.
I

$1 3 95
•

I .
I

$1 9 99
•

I 11:00am-5:00pmONLY I
I

Pick Up Only

~

. ~=============:::::::_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

: FAMILY SP ~IAL $3.00 OFF $30~Q o-r MORE~

·---------

••

-------------------~------'
NO CHECKS PLEASE• NOT VALio WITH A"IY OTHER OFFER

ALL MAJOR CREOIT CAROS ACCEPTED •

•'

,

0

•

(euttaJ '111dba 3tutu"

• June 9, 2004
Wl!ll~. . .

• • J

Ofl.0
'

NOW AVAILABLE FOR UP TO .60 MONTHS! ·
. .,...

INCLUDES ALL 03 MODELS EXCEPT NEW BEETLE CONVERTIBLES, 20TH ANNIVERSARY GTI,
WOLFSBURG·JETTAS AND TOUAREG. HURRY LIMITED TIME OFFER
* l .9% financing available throug~ Volkswagen Bank USA upon credit approval. Offer good through 6/30/04

2003NEW

2 004 GOLF GL .

BEETL~
~~gs,
ABS,
p/Windows, P/loAl s, ~Much N\ore!

. p/Windows, p/locks, Side.Airbags,
ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm .
& Much More!

-·~

Keyless Remote, arm

4'11/50 ooo •e aumuer-to-aomue1 wanan\1
: 5111&8.ooo •e POwe1t1aio wanam
.

2004 JETTA GL
ocks Side Airbags,
p/Windows, P/l '
ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm .
& N\uch N\ore!

*Leases are calculated with
$0 total down. Includes 1st payment, $0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. Leasing W.A.C. thru VWC. Expires
6/30/04
I
•

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER

~FIRST TIME

We Can Assist You With:

BUY~R

'
..

~COLLEGE-GRAD

· .

PROGRAM·

,

~CREDIT

PROBLEMS

. WI CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, All LIKE NEW - Pre~Ownecl All WIJH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or Lease)

Al• •••
' "''

I

:f: .)

II

-T•

I<*

11

:1z '#IT

ZWA•

=·

N

4175 S. Hwy 17-92
M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD

(SANFO~D)

4 OJ-3 6 5-3 3 0 0

0

II

_sE_Rv1c_Eo_EPT_oP_EN_SAT_uR-,...-DAY_9_
:. s ___.
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UCF pride alive in Iraq

LSAT

higher
test scores
guaranteed
or your money back..

GMAT

ORE
MCAT
DAT
OAT
PSAT
SAT

Acr

Attend all required classes or make-Up sessions, complete all .sct:iedulep tests, a.nd do
your homework . If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic
or a prior official test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of.your tuition:*' It's that slmple.
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Capt. MikeVolpe, left, graduated UCF in 1993;2nd Lt.Mike Fieber graduated UCF in 2003.The two Anny officers are P,ictdrect in Iraq
last month in front ofthe entrance to Bagdad through whidl Saddam Hussein's hoof!$ wotild pilraderor his review. ,

Lab a 'tool in bio-security efforts'
FROM A1

Florida coo~tor for thEt_Animal Rights Foundation of .t<1orida (ARFF), however, feels differently.
"I think it's unfortunate that
animals are once again being
used to help treat diseases
humans have basically brought
upon themselves," Wilson said.
·~is against any kind of animal-testing - especially in this
day and age in technology when
there's really no need to use ani-

and increasing food safety
throughout.
''I feel this is very important
to Florida," Holt said. "Florida
serves as a kind of sentinel to
the country. We have so many
anilnals and products coming
· out of the state, so the facility is
really a safeguard to the rest of
the United States." .
Bill Hawks, USDA Undersecretary, echoed those senti- mals."
ments in a press release. 'With
The higl;i-containment faciliits many sea and airports, Flori- ty is equipped With advanced
da is very vulnerable to pests diagnostic equipment and an
and diseases and this lab is an · expert veterinary · staff for
excellent tool in bio-sectirity speedy identification of toxins
efforts," he said.
and diseases, costing the state
Carla Wilson, a Central and federal government more

than $3 million.
The original $12 million to
plah and build the laboratory
was funded by the state, and the
USDA supplied a $750,000
grant to help fund equipment
and staff. Furthermore, the
Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services
obtained an extra $1.5 million ·
through the Office of Domestic
Preparedness for: additional
equipment and staff training,
boosting its abilitiy to handle
.bio-terrorism incidents.
Meanwhile, possible future
plans have been established to
construct more BSL-3-designated labs with new puildings on
campus, expanding UCF's rapidly growing research progtam.

LSAT: Classes Begin 6/24/04 & 7/7/04
GMAT: Classes Begin 8/26/04 & 9/26/()4
GRE: Classes Begin 6/23/04 & 8126104
MCAT: Classes Begin 10/6/04 & 1/11/05

World Leader In Test1 Prep
and Admissions

• Test names ""' rel!istered tradematl<s· of ll)eir rospeetlve OWJlOtS.

*"To be eligible for this offer, you must be. enrolled in Kaplan's
full classroom, t utoring, or onllne courses. In addi~lon, you
must present a copy of your official score report and your
course materials within 90 days.

1 ·800-KAP·TEST
kaptest.com

to alway~ have. money
1) Neyer spend any.
2) Donate plasma.
Earn S180/month. donating
I

.'

your life-saving plasma•

DCI Biologicals Orlando • 1900 Alafaya Trail, Suit~ 500 .• 321-235-9100
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Fire is good
for Florida's
ecosystem
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Arboretum fire timeline ,
4 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
5;50 p.m. Bulldozer
the moves in to tear down the
Lightning
strikes
Arboretum· across from the creeper vines and palmetWay'ne .Densch Sports Cen- tos, remov.ing the source of ·
ter, igniting the overcrowd- fuel. It plows for about 10
ed brush.
minutes.
·
· 4:40 p.m. Lt. Elaine Fish- \ · 6 p.m. Firefighters hose
er gets the first cal~ 'and fire- ·down trees and bushes on
figHters are disp<ltched to . the opposite side of Gemini
the scene..
Boulevard - by the North
5:15 p.m. UCF Police Parking Garage - . to prebloCk Gemini Boillevard on vent .flare-ups from stfay
the northbound side to keep floating embers and shards
away gawking drivers.
ofash. ·
'
5:30 p.m. Trees are con- . • 6:05 p.m. Firefighters
sumed as the , fire climbs . stop fighting the flames, as
higher. The 12-mph winds white smoke settles onto the
'. acceleratetheflamestoward ground among·· the black' the Wayne Densc.b. Sports ened debris.
·
'
Center and Gemini: Boule~ ': -6:15 p.m. Fisher removes
vard. Locro news helicopters her safety helmet, signifying
ardve and haver overhead ,, thaf the fire is under cohtrol.
to capture the footage.
6i30 p.m. Only a fe-\y
't,
5:40 p.m. · Fire breaks small. isolated,. fires remain;
into . the
smoldering ' irt alreadybystanders on the Gemini. burned areas. ,
.·. , .
"" Borilevru,:d median can feel
' 7:30 p.m. Firefighters
heat from. the ~pproachj.ng hose doWil the perimeter of
flames.'.N team of firefight- the charred Arboretum to
2 ,ers ied by Fisher mov~s ip. . , prev~nt any isol;:i,ted fires
w
' and begins hoffimg down the ·from spreading to the " ?
blaze'.\ · "
nnbtttned grass.
lo
4 .
.
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bulldozer · to · remove some
potential kind.ling and to battle
through the forest.
Said Engineer Dennis Till,
·· man of Fire Station No. 83:
"These kinds of woods, you've
, got to be careful; you don't
• want to get stuck."
Guerrina, who had a 6 p.m.
' Human Nutrition class· in the
f ' Health and Public . Affairs
r
Building I, said that his professor, Jean MacCuspie, was con1. cerned for the students' safety.
··
"She called the campus
: ; police and asked what was
t , going on and they didn't have
any information for her," he
;, said. "The building had. so
: • much smoke in it. It was just
: , gross. She didn't want us to be
~, there, breathing in all the
smoke, so she sent us home."
Kevin Schaefer, an information technology major, went to
• . see the fire after smelling
smoke from inside the Computer Science Buildmg.
"We didn't realize that it
was that close until we started
1 :
• walking toward the parking lot
between the [East and North
garages]," he said. "Then we
started seeing the flames."
Michael Weinbaum ;was
impressed by the blaze. "I've
never seen a fire that humon' gous before," he said. "I just ·
thought it was awesome. We
were having a test on stuff
burning and then I came out
and stuff was burning. I was
really glad that the fire department was there. They were
obviously calm, so I was calm."
At 6 p.in., firefighters hosed
down trees and bushes on the
opposite side of (}emini Boulevard, by the North Parking
· Garage, to prevent flare-ups
from stray floating embers though Fisher later commented, "We knew that as bad as
this fire was, that it wasn't
going to jump the road."
Sean Lavin, a Student Gov- ernment Association senator,
arrived at the fire close to 6
p.m. "I felt the ashes falling all
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Smoke and ash drift across campus, top, as firefighters attack tbe blaze, believed started by
lightning, in the Arboretum, right. Belqw, firefighters follow the fire down Gemini Boulevard.

d

'o ver my face," he said, adding
that he didn't expect to be
allowed so close to the fire.
Students were permitted to
stand on the median off Gemini Boulevard, about 20 feet '
away from the blaze. Some
snapped pictures of the flames
using their cell phone cameras,
while others anxiously. dialed

1f
n
e

friend,s and family.
The fire was isolated to the
Arboretum. No one was hurt .
and no buildings were damaged. Firefighters monitored
the area for the next several
hours after the fire.
For most students, the only
real problem was the traffic.
Tara Shaw, an organiza-
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tional communications major, the dense brush.
was leaving her apartment to
Lt. John Tenuto, a firefighter
drive to UCF at 5:45 p.m. when from Fire Station No. 80, recshe heard news that part of the ommended that the Arboretum be included in controlled
school was on fire.
"I was coming down [State burning to prevent the brush
Road] 417 and it was bumper to from becoming too thick. He
bumper traffic and all you suggested that the school call
could see was smoke," she said. the Division of Forestry, which
"On campus [the traffic] was a could do the controlled burnnightmare. There were a bunch ing for UCF or direct the
of cars because everyone had school on how to have it done.
to drive around. I wish I had · As for the charred remains
just stayed home."
of UCF's Arboretum, Tenuto
Firefighters agreed that said, "It might look like this for
despite the damage - the a while, but by next year, this is
Arboretum would benefit from . all going to be beautiful."
Several other fires raged
the fi.J\e.
\ "It's not going to hurt throughout East Orlando on
nature," Engineer Tillman Thursday - on Chickasaw
assured. "This is nature's way." Trail near Florida Hospital
Said Fisher: ·~ctually, [the East; Lake Pickett Road and
fire] is good because Florida East Colonial Drive; Lake
has a fire-driven ecosystem. Underhill; and a house fire in
·
There are certain seeds that Wedgefield.
That day, 3,000 lightning
need heat to germinate. Lately,
we've been doing too good a strikes lit up the Central Florida horizon.
job of putting fires out."
She added that the fire was
helpful because it cleans out -ADDITIONAL REPORTING BY HEIDI A. DE VRIES
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"Rtal Philly People making real Philly cheesesteaks"
Steaks• Hoagies •·Fries •·Salads• Kids M~als

Lookh1g,in1tQ Law School?

FREE
••
.

LSAT EXAM

check ·
1· 0O/o of!withenti!e
this coupon
www.fomousphils.(om

40r·67-STEAK

WE7542 Deliver!
Blvd
Unive~ily

On the corner of Universit and Goldenrod in the UniGold Sho in Center

>
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Saturday, June 19

Earn this marketable degree
at Florida's most prestigious
university!
• MPH Graduate program

10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
UCF Student Union, Cape Florida Ballroom

14100-881-LSAT

I

www.Blackstone-LSAT.com

• 15 credit certificate program
The UF College of Public Health and Health
Professions now offers the complete breadth
of training needed for graduates to succeed
in the rewarding public health ~n'\Tironme,nt.

For more information
about the program:

phone • 352-273-6443
email • mph@phhp.ufl.edu
web • www.mp_h.ufl.edu
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We provide
training for ...
I

MCSE
MCDBA ·
CCNA
A+
CIW

OFF FOR

STUDENTS

Must Show l.D.

._, • ,

Technical
Training
.._

-Easy Financing
Low Rates .
Huge Selection

·

. Need a certification
to get the job of
your dreams? We'll train you!
100's of
·
courses
to
choose
from.

Security+
Network+
... And. many
more

~.-

Financial Aid Includes:
Loan Assistance, Deferred
Payment P.lan, Workforce
Development, Veteran's
Assistance, and Tuition
Reimbursement Assistance.

407-382-9960
I

.

7224 E. Colonial Drive
· Orlando, FL 32807

407 .882.0260

www.mcc2.net

www.ce.ucf.edu

CHECK OUT THE·DETAILS!
Individual Leases
Cable with 8 HBOs, MTV & ESPN
Lagoon-Style Pool Plaza with Jacuzzi
Washer/Dryer in Every Apartment
Fully-Furnished Apartment Homes
, fitness Center with Free-weights

1

Covered Basketball Pavilion
·

Internet Access
•
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Call tor more i nfor.mat.iom ·

321-754-QQCJO -
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.. Doctoi-: moderation key to safe drinking
.
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,tion, or in response to a court
order.
It can also be shared with
members of the academic
community with a legitimate
ne.e d to know. Decisions reswting in suspension or expulsion
are also noted on a student's
academic transcript.
Aside from damage to aca' demic record, drinking can
have adverse effects on the
body. "Many potential side
effects are possible [from longterm use of alcohol]," Dr.
Michael Deichen, associate,
director of UCF -student
Health Services, said. "These
include hepatitis, cirrhosis,
nerve injury, weight gain, gastritis,
ulcers,
cardiomyopathies, and dementia."
He added that the Health
Center regularly sees patients
suffering from adverse effects
of alcohol.
In a recent study conducted
1
by the Student Health Center, it
was found that 28 percent of
students engaged in hazardous
drinking.

•

l

How do they know if you're drunk?

>

Studies suggest that most
Field sobriety tests compeople. showed measurable
monly used to determine
II,lental impairment at
whether someone is drunk
Nystagmus test: Three
around 0.05 percent blood
separate eye movements are alcohol concentration
(BAC). Above this level
observed: horizontal g~
motor functions deteriorate ,
nystagmus, vertical gaze
progressively. For the avernystagmus, and an eye convergenee examination. High age person, unconsciousness results py 0.4 percent
alcohol levels will lead to
unnatural jerking o( the
BAC. Above Q.5 percent
eyes.
BAC, basic body functions
such as the breathing or the
Walle and turn: Walk .
; beating action of the heart · ~
n~~ steps heal to t~ rum
•!
around1 and walk JSack,,nipe
can be depressed to.tJ\e
ffi
steps
·
point that death can occµr.
l
O~e leg stand, which
In the U.S. there is a
lasts for 30 seconds. · '
national standard of .080
Breath test: Determines g/210 liters of breath.
the percentage of alcohol in
SOURCES: UCF POLICE, INTOXIMETERS, INC.
the system.

Christine Mouton, c;oordinator of UCF Victim Services,
shared her thoughts ·on , the
trend. "Students may be academically prepared, but not
socially," she said. "They may

be willing to take risks so they
would fit in, and they don't
have to go home and explain it
to their parents."
Deichen explained that
many freshmen enroll in col-

lege with a falsely elevated perception of alcohol consumption by other college students.
"Characteristically, these students are more prone to hazardous drinking," he said.
Other factors such as peer
pressure, stress, homesiclmess
or childhood issues can also be
. contributing factors to prevalence· of alcohol consumption
among college students.
Resident assistants and
REACH Peer Educat~on pro~
- vide monthly educational programs and .events. geared
towards educating the campus
body. "We want tq let the students know that if they want to
· speak with us .[about any
issues], we are here to talk to
them," said Brooke Williams,
Coordinator of REACH Peer
Education.
Qeichen believes that moderation is the key to safe drinking. "There is a misperception
that more is better. In actuality,
amounts that meet the definition for binge drinking, do not
incur more happiness and do
increase the risk for' bad outcomes," he explained.

FREE LEGAL SERVICES

a
IIIII

STUDENT
L E G A L
SERVICES

Currently enrolled students are entitled to consult
with program attorneys about legal matters
and entitled to receive advice. In addition, legal
,representation up to and including all stages of trial
will be provided in certain types of cases, of which
the following are representative:
•

Landlord/tenant problems affecting
students living arrangements in the
community.

•

Consum
students.

•

Traffic cases

•

Criminal law

ividual

wwW.stulegal.sdes.ucf.edu
Students in need of legal service should cqntact,
either in person 9r by telephone (497-823-2538),
Student Legal Services in Room ·155 Student
Resource Center. All consultation is by appointment
only. No legal advice will be given over the phone.

Call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointment, or \'isit Student
Resource Center room 155 Monday - Friday 8am-:ipm,
Funded by ActiL•ity & Service Fee thmugh the Student
Gm cn1111cnt Associotion

·Theater 'Leader'

1

"Leader of the Pack," the musical that opens tomorrow at the
Orlando Repertory Theatre,1001 Princeton Ave. in Loch Haven
Park, tells the true story of prolific '50s songwriter Ellie Greenwich,
author of such gems as "Da Doo Ron Ron,""Chapel of Love,""River
Deep, Mountain High" and the title song.
At right, Rebecca Johnson as Greenwich pleads·with gangster-type
boss Gus Sharley, played by Josh Katzker. Below, Ellie prepares for
her big date with Jeff Barry, played by Ryan Nicholoff.
Tickets for the show, co-produced by UCF Theatre and the Orlando
Repertory Theatre, are $12.50; the show continues through June
20. Call the UCF Box Office at 407-823-2862 for information and
tickets.

·Ask

effective, it is important to find
a method that you and your
partner will :use . correctly
every time you have intercourse.
Emergency contraception
like Plan B, sometimes known
as the morning-after pill, contain the same active ingre dients as regular birth control
pills - progestin alone - but
in higher doses. Studies indicate that emergency contraception inhibits or delays ovulation. ·
Progestin-only emergency
contraception pills reduce the
likelihood of pregnancy by
KRISTINA GRABNICKAS, ARNP
about 89 percent when taken
UCF Health Services
within 72 hours. In 1997, the
Food and Drug Administration
Should I take the morning- declared emergency contraafter pill if my partner's condom ception pills - which contain
broke during sex - even if I the same hormones found in
havi;? been on regular birth con- daily oral contraceptives - to
trol for about four months and be safe and effective. There are
haven't missed any pills? ·
no lmown serious side effects
associated with progestin-only
No, it is not necessary to use · emergency contraception pµIs;
emergency contraceptive pills only 23 percent of women
if you have been taking a birth expepence nausea
If you have taken emercontrol pill daily and have not
gency contraceptives, your
missed ·any pills.
Birth control can be next period may be early or
described ·as any method used late, depending on where you
to prevent pregnancy. During a were in your menstrual cycle
woman's reproductive years, a when you took the medicawoman who is fertile has an 85- tions. If your next period doesPE:rcent chance of becoming n't start within three weeks of
pregnant if she is sexually using emergency contracepactive and does not use birth tive pills, call the Health Center
to see whether a pregnancy
control
. In other words, 85 out oflOO test should be ordered.
Why is the morning-after
women who are sexually active'
and do not use birth control pill used?
It is a hor;nonal backup
become pregnant within
orle year. For birth control to be method that is used to protect

a doc

·wfl

•

you from unintended pre~
cy after unprotected sex.
Emergency· contraception
can be used following many
different situations of unprotected intercourse, including
unplanned acts of intercourse
or when a birth control method
fails. For instance, emergency
contraception can help to prevent pregnancy after a condom
breaks or if birth control pills
· ·
are forgotten.
The first dose of emergency
contraception medications can
be taken up to 72· hours after
unprotected intercourse. The
second dose is taken 12 hours
after the first. These drugs are
most effective when taken as
soon as possible after intercourse.
Emergency contraception
provides a second chance of
preventing undesired pregnancies, but it should not be used
as a routine birth control
method because .it is actually
less effective at preventing
pregnancies than most types of
birth control. Unprotected
intercourse also puts a women
at risk of sexually transmitted
infections such as HIV, and
emergency contraception does
not protect against infections.
Education on the use and
immediate availability of emergency contraception is important for all women and is
offered at the Student Health
Center. The center also offers
counseling about a reliable
method of birth control that
they can use consistently, as
well as counselinghm preventing ST is.
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OUR STANCE

Get involved

in the community
M

issues and be an informed voter.
ost students who attend a from "Carmina Burana" (an
university are making a
opera with music most wollld
Take up a cause and a candidate
readily recognize) to "Lord of
commitment to live in a
to endorse.
the Dance" (with crazy Irish
It's just like betting on horses
certain city for four years.
dancing and singing) was
Of course, some will depart
at the racetrack - all the more
gratifying when they win and
before those years are finished. · offered at the Carr Centre this
much more disappointing when
However, a majority of UCF stu- year for less than $20 for UCF
students.
they lose. Bu.t at least having a .
dents are here for about six
years, and roughly half of_UCF
Paintµtgs and photographs,
part in the process can allow
including those hung in the Stu- students to make informed decigraduates stay in Central Florisions and lay the foundation to
dent Union and in the Visual
da.
Though UCF is a community Arts Building gallery, also can
an informed lifestyle.
be seen cheaply or for free
UCF sports competitions are
unto itself - with over 40,000
around Orlando. Every month
not o.nly exciting and heart·
residents - Orlando and its
wrenching for campus fans, but
the Orlando Museum of Art
surrounding areas allow young
hosts "First Thursdays," which
most of them also are easy to
men and women a myriad of
· fmd and attend.
features an artist or subject in
opportunities to learn how to
Yet, it's also worth going
function in society while
detail - along with food and
downtown to catch Orlando's
becoming involved with the
discussion - for about the
parts.oflife that really bring
same price as a movie. This
professiollal sports teams.
Orlando's NBA team, the Orianpeople together, such as the arts, year, one exhibit focused on Da
do Magic, just earned first pick
politics and sports.
Vmci
Being an active participant
Many college-aged people
,int he NBA drafts. With Tracy
McGrady ori board, the Magic
and observer of what goes on in begin to find out what they're
could be going places this year.
the greater community can give pcµ;sionate about in their eariy
The Orlando Predators, the
students a greater sense of what twenties. Though big elections
area's Arena Football League
goes on in the world and what
like the upcoming presidential
team, is a previous league ch,ameffect the individual has on the
election are good times to vote,
bigger and more immediate dif- pion in 1998 and 2000. Feeling
whole.
nostalgic for a place with snow
Downtown Orlando just
ferences can be seen when votplayed host to a unique sideers focus on smaner issues.
and ice? The Seals, Orlando's
walk-theater event. The Fringe
In November, there also will
amateur hockey league team,
plays in the same arena as the
Festival was a series of shows,
be elections for state judges,
Predators and the Magic: the ·
sketches and musiCal performsenators and representatives.
Too many young voters have no T.D. Waterhouse Centre.
ances showing the independent
sides of area performers.
idea what issues any of these
All in all, UCF is part of the
Additionally, local theater
candidates represent. Orlando,
bigger community of Orlando
. and performance houses such as with its diverse culture and het- and. Orange County. By expandthe Orlando-UCF Shakespeare
erogeneous political scope, is a
ing their views and participation
beyond the immediacy of camperfect place to get htvolved in
Festival and the Bob Carr Performing Arts Centre frequently
the behind-the-scenes action'
pus, sttidents will be better prethat goes into making a candipared for the future and life
allow students to see shows for
beyond college.
a discounted price. Everything
date. Research candidates and

·ouRSTANCE

Stem cell research
could save lives
R

onald Reagan died Satur. day at the age of 93. For
.
the actor-turned-governor-turned-two-time president,
it had beeil'a great 93 years.
Considered by many to be the
greatest president since
Fr~in D. Roosevelt, the "Gipper" had finally succumbed to
the illness that had slowly
robbed him of the last decade
of his life: Alzheimer's.
Did it have to end this way?
Did Reagan have to spend the
last years of his life in relative
seclusion? Did his wife have to
come to grips with the fact that
. her husband of 52 years no
longer recognized her or knew
who she was?
For Reagan, the answer is yes
- but for thousands of others
who will die this year and in the
years to come, the answer could
be radically different.
You see, there is research out
there that points to a brighter
future for those who suffer
from certain diseases. The
problem is that politics - and
religion - is getting in the way.
Nancy Reagan recently did
something surprising. Prior to
her.husban9.'s death, she spoke
out in favor of something that
our ctirre;nt Republican president has vehemently opposed.
She urged Washington politi:..
cians to open up their hearts
and minds to the idea of stem
cell research.
Stem cell research has some

serious drawbacks. For one, the
right - and others call murder.
idea certainly isn't appealing. '
Instead, medical science is
being forced to sit on its hands.
Scientists must extract special
cells from aborted human fetus- Given the legality of abortion,
- some might say that our counes, and that process itself
destroys any chance of life. ·
try is "cutting off its nose, to
For anti-abortionists, or prospite its face."
lifers, the idea is sickening. ·
Most recently, a group of 58
Think vampires standing over a senators signed a letter
blood-soaked cradle if you need addressed to Bush. The group
a clearer picture.
of Democrats, Republican8 and
Many also argue that
one Independent pleaded with
approval of the process would
Bush to open the federal gov- ·
open the door to the "business" ernment's policy - and coffers
of harvesting fetUses, which
- to stem cell research.
certainly doesn't appeal to the
Among those letter writers
general public.
.
were several senators stoically
To that effect, President ·
opposed to the idea of abortion.
Somehow, they were able to see
George W. Bush has already
banned any federal funding to
the greater good in a messy sitfmance stem cell reseru:ch. At
uation.
the time of the ban, there were
What will it take to change
the·situation? Perhaps a change
only 78 embcyonic stem cell
of leadership will help - Sen.
lines available to researchers.
John Kerry signed the letter.
That number has since dwffi- .
dled to 19, and scientists argue
Perhaps those who oppose the
research will lose someone ·
that even those have been contaminated - leaving quite a fix
close to them, someone who
might have been saved by confor researchers.
tinuing research.
So what's sadder than the
state of the research? The utter
Compromises need to be
hypocrisy and waste that is
made all around, but research
going on fu the meantime.
needs to be allowed to continNearly 1.6 million abortions
ue. Allow researchers to paint
occur each year in America.
something beautiful from this
That figure makes some cringe, ugly blood-tinted paint.
Great successes never come
but the sadder reality is stem ,
cells from a tiny fraction of
easy. The method is often
those might make a huge differ- messy, it's ugly, and - most of
ence for millions more. Someall - it hurts. But without the
thing good could be arising
process, you never receive the
from something that some call a reward.
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READERVIEWS
Salute the protesters . '.

.

·

decapitated by al Qaeda as revenge for the
, W ith all the glorification of the soldier . "atrocities". on Iraqi POWs has bought in to
the lies of our true enemies - the terrorists.
["Proud to be an Amer~can?," May 26] the ·
Nick Berg's killing wasn't revenge; it was ·
anti-war protester will not be honbred,·yet
_
what
al Qaeda ·does - kill! Now, they may1,
no one deserves it more. Out leaders·and "
our whole sociecy should hav~ listeped to · : · use these abuses as excuses for further ter. rorist acts, b~cause they know full well ,.
the anti-war protesters (some of whom are
America will continue to buy their lies and
soldiers) when they h ad the chance.
tear itself apart from within.
All I hear now is the refrain, "We.didn't
When will we, and our media and politiknow there were no weapons of mass ..
.
cians,
learn that we are at w ar with an
destruction! We didn't know that the Iraqis
enemy
whose goal it is to physically, but
would be unhappy about American occupamore importantly, psychologically divide r:
tion! We didn't know that the war would
and conquer us?
·1
help al Qaeda!" .
)·
What
our
soldiers
did
to
the
Iraqi
prisonOf course we did know all these things 1
·
ers is wrong. However, it pales in comparibecause the anti-war protesters said these
son to the acts of the terrorists and the
things and many other true things all along.
death camps of Saddam Hussein.
Now people pretend they never heard a
The world should be seeing a united
peep and still the media (including the
stand, a declaration that we do not tolerate
Future) and our leaders degrade anti-war
protesters and imply that they're ''unpatriot- abuse, that our system will punish those , 1
who are guilty. Rather than pandering to the
ic."
Arab world, a better statement from our ,,
Time to change those_whom we honor.
government would have been something tb
- BARRY MAUER this exterit:
'~
While we do not condone the alleged ,.~
· action5 of our soldiersfwe live in a c;lemoc:-)
racy: one is innocent until proven guilty in ·a <iL~
The article on Iraqi prisoner abuse
court of law. We firmly believe in the syste:m .,,,
["Abuse undermines U.S. position in Iraq,''
May 19] m ade m e sick. This country needs a and anyone who has violated human right§)
will be justly punished. We so firmly beliexe
wake-up call big time and apparently Nick
in
the system that we are trying to help Ir~q
Berg's decapitation is not enough to do it! I
implement
a similar one. The' alleged
ni
have always agreed with many of our foundabusers will receive due process, and if ' )
ing fathers' notions that political parties are
found guilty, rightly punished. Our enemie'~
detrimental to a democracy and this only
are those who wish to and do carry out ter'.! ~I
serves to prove my point. The Democrats
rorist acts again~t_ us and our allies; the Ar~b
and the largely liberal media have such
people in general are :riot our enemies an~;
hatred for Bush and Republicans and vice
hostility toward al Q!ieda, terrorists, and Pl
versa that, though it may not be implicitly
insurgents should not be confused with th~
stated by either side, one-upping the other
side is more important than what is good for type of ho stility.toward innocent civilians
that al Qaeda h;is so notoriously shown.
.our country.
Anyone who thiilks Nick Berg was
- CHRISBUCKLEY

Divided we cannot stand

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to theeditor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full nameand phone number. We mayedit for length, grammar, styleand libet Send letters toeditor@UCFnews.com,.
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax themto 407-447-4556.Questions? Call 407-447-4555.
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Hate to watch them go,
_proud to see them leave

Runs given up to
FSU by UCF baseball
in Sunday's loss, the
most all season

Have I ever mentioned how
much I hate the Minnesota Twins?
It has absolut ely nothing to ·do
with Matt Fox. In 1987, while only a
fraction of the gorgeous slab of beef
I've become, I sat and watched in
horror1as the Twins derailed my St.
Louis Cardinals in the World Series.
Life was never the same.
Now the Twins draft Fox. In
2001, I was elated when my Cards
drafted Justin Pope. This time? The
exact opposite~ It's like a cross
between being slapped by Richard
Simmons and having every channel
go out except for whichever is
showing the Tony Awards.
I asked Fox how it felt to know he
would be playing for my least
favorite team.
"Is that why you're giving me a
bad look," Fox asked.
Trust me, the bad look was only
the clouds of evil brewing in my
brain. I'm going to make it my job
over these next few days to spread
rumors about Fox to every corner of
the Earth to make sure that no team
will want him and his only recourse
will be to stay at UCF for his final
year.
Every Major League Baseball
team is going to know that Fox is the
reason for monkey pox. Fox was the
reason behind Jennifer Lopez's split
w ith Ben Affleck and P. Diddy.
Finally, Fox was the reason why 13year old National Spelling Bee runner-up Ashkay Buddiga ate floor
while trying to spell "alopecoid."
For those who didn't see it, Buddiga's fall was H-I-L-A-R-I-0-U-S.
I'm not upset that Fox and Clay
Timpner are leaving. They~ve done
wonders for UCF baseball. I just
wish they cotild have gone farther
in the postseason this year. No two
players deserve it more.
.
It felt like this past weekend's
NCAA Regional came and went like
a sailor on leave in Thailand. We
need to get into one freaking
Regional,.in any sport for that' matter, where we don't have to play
another Florida team.
I guarantee the difference
between us losing in the first round
and making it to the College World.
Series is not having to deal with a
school with more obnoxious bandwagon fans thart the Florida State
Seminoles.
But we can't harp on losing the
NCAA Regional games. and we
can't harp on losing some great athletes to the MLB draft. These ·guys
should go. Besides, what's the
chance they'll find out how many
bad things I'll say about them next
season?
Timpner deserves this attention
more than anyone. He is truly one
of the better examples of a great allaround player. He's so good, in fact,
I'm having a hard time figuring out
if MLB.com was giving him praise
or trying to get him in bed.
On the Web site's draft analysis,
it described Timpner as: "Strong,
solid, well-proportioned body.
Square shoulders. Good overall
strength ... Good-looking athlete
who can play all three outfield positions."
I didn't finish the entire report,
but I can only .imagine it went on to
read: "Large feet. Smells like flowers. Good with kids."
I think the thing that makes me
feel good about this draft is watching FSU crybaby Stephen Drew and
greedy Long Beach State p itcher
Jered Weaver drop in the draft
because they wanted the big paychecks. It's about time some of the
baseball teams started saying no to
these bed-wetting rookies.
Who am I kidding? If someone
offered me enough money, I'd mud
wrestle with the cast of. the Golden
Girls on national Tv.
Oh wait, that's just another
rumor I made up about Fox.
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Hits given up to FSU
· by UCF baseball in
Sunday's loss, the
most all season
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School rank all-time
in single-season
wins of UCF pitcher
Matt Fox

•Y

7

Offensive categories
Clay Timpner led UCF
• baseball in this
- season
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Briefs
l'(

High jumper
esSundra Ford
returns home to
Texas today to
compete in the
·('t
NCAA Outdoor Track
and Field
Championships. Foro
js the only knight
v,
_...heading to the
Championships this
'{ear, and is the first
night in school
)
11istory to·compete
inthe NCAA
Championship. Ford
received an at-large
invitation to the
event, despite an
nuncharacteristically
poor finish at the
NCAA Regionals in
-1 May.

~

,, upcoming

Baseball's
top players
depart for
M~jor League
·dreams

UCF Track and Field
is represented

~

atthe NCAA
Championships
today by high
jumper LesSundra
Ford.Preliminary
competition begins
at8p.m.

~

Quotables
"I'm pleased. Ican't
be a!!YJhing other
than happy right

iiow."
- CENTER FIELDER
CLAY TIMPNER ON
BEING DRAFTED BY
THESAN FRANCISCO
GIANTS

"Wtre really just
: one pitcher away
from being there. We
' probably could have
beaten anyone in a
Super Regional this
year."

that was really good to
.,
go to. I would have like to have
gone to the Marlins, bµt obviously that
didn't happen, and now I'm the biggest
Twins fan. When it comes down to it, you
just want to go to the best organization
"'
with
the best chance to move up."
ASHLEY BURNS
After finishing the season with a 14-2.
Sports Editor
record and·a 1.85 ERA, Fox became the
Matt Fox had two dreams when he
first UCF pitcher to be drafted in the first
came to UCF.
round since 2001, when Justin Pope was
He wanted to lead his baseball team to
selected by.the St. Louis Cardinals.
_the College World Series in .Omaha and
"I thought before thelyear started that
he wanted to play in the majors.
I could have a rehl good year being the
While a 19-3 loss to FSU in the NCAA
ace," Fox said. "I worked hard in the offRegionals ended Fox's first dream, his
season, played good summer ball and
second came true as the -Minnesota . knew I was going to have ~ good year. I
Twins made him a supplemental firstjust kept that going throughout the whole
round pick in the 2004 Major League
year. There wasn't any point in the year
Baseball draft. With the 35th pick, the
that I thought I would get drafted in the
Twins rewarded the Knights' ace for one
top five rounds, but having the good year
of the best single-season pitching persolidified the top-two-round pick."
formances in UCF history.
Only a junior, Fox stepped into the.
"It feels great," Fox said. "It's a dream
role of the' ace of the rotation after teamcome true. I was drafted before, but I'm
mate Taylor Cobb suffered a season-endmuch happier with this and I am ready to
ing arm injury before the season began.
go.
Fox is grateful to his years at UCF, but
"I'm really happy with the Twins. My
understands the importance of this onceadvisor told me before the draft a month
PLEASESEE FOX ON A11
ago that this was one of the organizations

1

- PITCHER MATT
FOX ON SUNDAY'S
DISAPPOINTING
LOSS TO FSU
)

I
I

~

'Noles too much in Tally regional
Tired arms lead
to second-game
FSUblowout
'

ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

Brett Bordwine felt some
growing pains Sunday.
The freshman pitcher started
his first game as a Knight. That
game also happened to be the
final game of the NCAA Regional in Tallahassee, which featured
home team Florida State.
Th~ Seminoles prevailed 19-3,
as FSU pounded a worn out and
~epleted UCF pitching stafff or

22 hits. Bordwine suffered the
loss as he surrendered seven
runs on eight hits in slightly
more than three innings.
"Playing three games within
24 hours and playing until 1:00 in
the morning, we played a great
game, but we just ran out of
pitching," UCF Manager Jay
Bergman said. "That was all
there was to it. We've enjoyed
our stay here this year. Hopefully
. we'll be back next year."
Four UCF pitchers combined
for the blowout loss, two of
which were freshmen, neither
having pitched more than 16.2
innings all season long. Prior to
the final game, UCF had already
used seven pitchers, including
starters Matt Fox, Kyle Bono,
PLEASE SEE

TE~PERS o~~ 10

~--~----,-~:.......,-..,.,,...----,,----;;-----,---=--i

Left fielder Dee
Brown launched
a solo home run
in the top of the
eighth inning to
sealacomefrom-behind
victory for UCF in
game one
against FSUon
Sunday.The
Knights won 7-5
before losing 193 in the final
game of the
Tallahassee
Regionals.

-s--r

Ashley Bums can be reached.at
sports@UCFnews.com
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i' Tempers flare late in game two
:

FROM

A9

.

:· .
:: Taylor Meier and Darren
:• Newlin.
:,,
"Before the first game I
1 went up to coach and asked if I
I
• should put my cleats on and he
:~ · said no way," said Fox, who
:. threw 121 pitches ~gainst Okla- .
l homa State on Friday. "I would
:: have loved to do it, but it prob:· ably wouldn't have been the
}. best thing for my arm. I recilly
,: would have loved to pitch in
:· that second game, seeing them
:• scoring all those runs and rub;. bing it in our faces."
.
: . Bordwine did-show prom• ise as he struck out four FSU
: · batters. Derek Abriola was the
: • other freshman pitcher to t.ake
~ the mound. Abriola allowed no .
I runs in the final two innings,
: while striking out two batters.
•
The Knights managed very
little offensively with only six
hits. It appeared the game
would be in reach in the bottom of the third innihg when
the Knights put two runs on
the board after Matt Ray and
Ryan Bono each chipped in a
RBI single to make the score a
4-2 FSU advantage.
Any ,rally was· squashed,
though, as FSU second baseman Bryan Zech sparked a
1 five-run fourth inning with a
• solo home run. UCF left fieldr er Dee Brown made a leaping
catch at the wall to rob Zech of
· a grand slam to end the fourth
' inning, but the damage was
done.
L

.
.
The 'Noles scored 10 more I hassee Regional with a con-

runs over the next three
innings and sealed the trip to
the Super Regional for FSU.
The loss to FSU overshadowed an exciting 7-5 UCF vietory over the 'Noles earlier in
the day.
"Everybody was pumped
up and still ready to win," center fielder Clay Timpner said.
"We worked hard in the offseason and we weren't ready to
let down ... We wanted to win."
The Knights trailed FSU 4-1
heading into the top of the 1
sixth inning. Brown sparked
the rally with a two-run single
and
Marshall
Bernhard
knocked ill Matt Ray to tie the
game.
·
After UCF and FSU both
posted a run in the seventh
inning, Brown secured the
come-from-behind win with a
solo shot to lead off the eighth.
"Coming into the tournament, I wasn't trying to do anything special," said Brown,
who was 9-for-17 at the plate
during the Regional: "I was just
trying to do anything it took to
help the team, and I g<;>t good ·
pitches to hit and I hit. them.
Other than that, I d.idn't do
anything special or out of the
ordinary."
The Knights also tried for a
come-from-behind win against
FSU on Saturday, but UCF left
three runners stranded in the
bottom of the eighth inning,
giving FSU a 3-2 win.
UCF kicked off the Talla-

vincing 7-3 win over No. 24
Oklahoma· State. All three of
the Cowboys' runs were
unearned.
Fox turned in yet another
strong performance as he
delivered six strikeouts over 7.2
innings, while surrendering no
earned runs. The win
increased Fox's season record
to 14-2.
"My velocity picked up the
last two games,'' Fox said. "It's
better than it's be.e n all year.
Oklahoma State is a really
good team. They have two hitters that went in the top two
rounds. I knew if I went out
there and just threw my game,
I'd be fine."
The loss on Sunday mar)<ed
the end of a surprisingly
remarkable season .for UCF
baseball.
"Our conference coaches
picked us to be third in the
conference," Bergman . said.
"The team came back from a
31-26 disappointing year last
year, they had everybody come
back and commit themselves
to becoming better, not only in
the conference but in postseason play as well and to get
three wins here and to have
beaten Flqrida State, that's how
important it is to stay out of the
loser's bracket in these toµrnaments.
"But, I'm extremely proud
of them and what they've been
able to do and the university
that they represent."

Above, UCF catcher
, Ryan Bono and
Florida State batter
Rhett James had to be
separated ,in the top
of the ninth inning
after James ·was hit by
a Derek Abriola pitch.
James accused Abriola
of throwing at him
intentionally. Right, .
sophomore Matt ·
Lafleur, who homered
in the final game of
the Tallahassee
Regionals, can't bear
to watch as FSU tops
the Knights by 16
runs.
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Los Lonely Boys

Lostprophets

Los Lonely B~ys.

Starl Som~thing

'Modest Mouse

F.ranz Ferdinand

Good News For Peop'/e Who
Love Bad News

Franz Ferdinand

CDs On Sale At...
PARK AVE. CDs

528 PARK AV · NUE SOUTH
WINTER PARK
, 407.62S.5293

"""
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PARKAVE. CDs, .Jr• .
UCF TUDENT UNI N -1'02A
ORLANDO
.407.~82.1616
SHOP ON LINE @WWW.PARAAVECOS.COM
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.. Assistant

men's basketball
~ coach earns promOtiOn
..

,

·:. Schuberth named
~ associate J;iead coach

tor over the last
ence including stints at Memtwo seasons.
phis and UAB before coming
The Knights
.to UCF. The promotion of
Schuberth does not affect the
have combined
46-17
mark,
.
status of1 assistant coaches
for
MATT DUNAWAY
StaffWriter
including a 25Craig Brown and Dwight
6 record a seaEvans.
.
Last · Wednesday, UCF son ago with a
"This is more of a name
Schuberth
men's basketball announced trip to the
recognition," said Speraw. "It
• the promotion of Tom Schu- NCAA tournadoes not effect nor does it
berth to associate head coach. ment. .
change our operation on a
"Tom has deserved this
"I'm very appreciative to daily basis.":
' with his time and effort over Coach Speraw for this opporUCF opens the 2004-05
'' the last two seasons," Coach tunity," Schuberth said. "There season in Alaska. The coachKirk Speraw said. "I'm very is a level of comfort there. I ing staff is still working withfortunate to have the out- know exa,ctly what he's look- out a contract, however Sperstanding staff I have."
ing for."
aw stated that negotiations are
Schuberth has served as
Schuberth has more than still moving along. No
1
Speraw's recruiting coordina-· 20 years of coaching experi- timetable was released.

.
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::Fox becomes fifst UCF pitcher
~ drafted sinCe Pope in2001

'

~~ffONEYBBQ

• JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Junior Jaime Douglas, above, was the fourth UCF player selected in the 2004 Major League Baseball draft. Douglas was picked in the 26th
. round by the Anaheim Angels. Kyle Bono, below, was nabbed in the eighth round by the Boston Red Sox with the 245th-pick overall.
FROM A9

~

'

in-a-lifetime opportunity.
"I love my time here," Fox
said. "I've enjoyed it so much.
Unfortunately, my dream of
going to. Omaha ended this
. year. We had a great chance
and they're going ~o have a
great chance next year. I know
the best thing for. my career in
the minor leagues and pro ball
is to get started right now. I told
the scouts I was really sign' able in the top five, but probably not sign-able after that. I
was really excited to go that
high and I was pretty set on
signing no matter what."
Fox received a handful of
awards this season, including
Atlantic Sun "Player of the.
Year" and USA Today/Sports
Weekly All-American Second
,Team. Prior to coming to UCF,
, he was drafted out of Marjory
Stoneman Douglas high school
by the Arizona Diamondbacks.
Fox instead chose college to
chase that Omaha dream.
"Of course a. mom wants
you to stay. and get a degree,"
Fox said of leaving school for
the pros. "But I talked to
{Justin] Pope about it and he
• said right when he got dr~ed
he would have liked to go back,
but it was pretty hard. ,Maybe
I'll come back in the fall and
take a class. It's something I'll
definitely want to do in the
future, but ·we'll have tO see
what happens in the pros.'~
•
Joining Fox in his quest to
make it to the Majors is center
fielder Clay Timpner, who was .
selected in the fourth, round by
the San Francisco Giants.
Timpner, the 130th-pick of the
2004 draft, led the Knights
offensively in seven categories
this season.
"To be honest, I really wasn't expecting to go in the fourth
· round," Timpner said. "From
,what I had heard from scouts
: and people like that is that it
was going to be later on like
. seven, eight, nine, ten rounds.
1 ·n·s the draft, though. Anything
can happen. I really didn't even
· watch it. I was just watching
TV and hung around the house
and it was
d got a phone
~one of the Giants guys saying

BABY BACK .RIBS
.

'

that they drafted me."
Like Fox, Timpiler still has a
year remaining at UCF. But
also like Fox, he recognizes the
chance of fulfilling 'his ·dream
of going pro.
"I'm more than likely going
to sign," Timpner said. "The
opportunity is there. The·
fourth round is great and I'm
probably going to go with that.
This 'is a great chance for a
career in the pros right here.
That's been my dream since I
was a little kid, to be a professional baseball player, and now
the opportunity is there. I have
to jump on it.''
Timpner and left fielder
Dee Brown combined for one
of the best o}fensive outfield
tandems in the nation this year..
Brown led the Knights with a
.373 batting average, but Timpner was right behind him at
.371. Timpner's leadership will
no doubt be missed next season, but he is certain the team
will be fine without him.
"We did a greatjob this year
as a team, an outstanding job,"
Timpner said. "They're going
to be good in the future. We
came a long way from last year
and there's a lot of good talent
out there. 've talked to my
teammates, they've au been
happy for me. Fox is happy. I

co~atulated him and he congratulated me. I talked to Dee
and they've all been really
happy for me."
Timpner admits that he
probably could put up better
numbers in one more season,
but for him the time to leave is
now.
.
"I'm never satisfied," Timpner said. "I always thiDk I can
do better. I think I probably
could haye hit nine or 10 hoine
runs, but I only hit six. Everything happens for a reason. I
would have liked to have had.
50 stolen bases, but it didn't
happen. I'm satisfied, but I'm
never satisfied."
Sophomore pitcher Kyle
Bono followed Fox and Timpner late in the draft as the
Boston Red Sox took the righthander in the eighth round
with the 245th-overall pick.
Bono, who had an 8-2 record
with a 1.94 ERA this season, is
still uncertain, if he'll leave UCF
early or not;but has stated that
he would sign with the Sox if
they were legitimately interested.
Also drafted yesterday was
junior pitcher Jaime Douglas,
who was selected in the 26th, round by the Apaheim Angels.
Douglas was tht 773rd pick of
the draft. ·
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BABY BACKS ~N Cl::tlCKEN $15,99

BABY.BACKS 'N STEAK$. 15;99

l'ONGUE..TINGLlN1, LIP·SMACKIN' SWEET HONEY
BARBECUE IN A 'L L ITS GLORY.! RUBBED WITH A BLEND
OF BO,L b BARSECUE: s :E ASONlNGS AND BASTED IN
APPLEBEE'·S HONEY .B ARaECUE SAUCE·.
I

ENJOYA FUL.L SLAB OF OUR NEW HONEY BBQ BABY BACK RIQS
OR TRY A HALF SLAB WITH ONE OF THESE
NEW APPLEBEE'S FAVORliES!
BABY BACKS· 'N ,S .T EAK • . BABY BACKS 'N SHRIMP
. BA'.BY BACKS 'N CHICKEN
LIMITED TrME OFFER: 4/2S/04 · 6/20/04

YOU CAI+ IT IN~

WE BRING IT OUT.

407·282·2055
12103 COLLE : IATE WAY, ORLANDO

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

CLASSIFICATIONS
100
12S
150
175
200
225

250
275

300
325
350

HelpWanted:General
Help Wanted: Sales/Marketing
Help Wanted: Part-Time
Help Wanted: Full-Time
For Rent HQllles
For Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: General
For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: Homes

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for students.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107. ·

Sell Dish or Direct TV
Pff or Fff. Set your own hours.
Average weekly earnings
$300-$600+. Football·season is
huge!!! Call 407-977-0043.

500 Events: Campus
525 Events: Greek Life
550 Events:Off-<ampus

..:.::::

Two Men and a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
residential/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages + tips & bonuses. 407-816-0915.
We are located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between ·
Conway and Orange Ave.
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Wanted. For business partner in an
• online start-up. Contact John Jacobs at
407-758-2509.
'

Need Pre-K & Assist.
Teacher with experience,
U CF area."407-340-4221.
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SUBMISSION DEADLINE

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com

SUMMER SCHED~E:
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue

ln Person: University Court, Suite 115
Univ. Blvd. &Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

SUMMER AD RATES

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

HllLP WANl'IID

~

-SI1JDENf

1 week:

$15/wk

4weeks:
12 weeks:

$14/wk '
$13/Wk

$10/wk
$9/wk

Boldiiig:

$1/wk
$Vwk

$6/wk
$5/wk
$4/wk
$1/wk

$&/wk

$1/wk
$1/wk

~

\

,)

$1/wk

J

Charges ~ted above .include an ad of up to five lines, 35
characters per line. $1/wk for each additional line.

..•'t

Large HeadliO.e:.

'

or standard bedroom. Affordable
rent includes all in spacious HOME
with pool. 5 mins from UCF. Security
$100. Call 407-298-1556 ask'for
Jose between.9-6 p.m.
New 3035 sqft. Home
4B.R 3.5 BA w/ loft in E. Orlando 2 Story, ·
2 car garage, walk-in closets, inside
utility, cable/phone outlets in every roorl),
all kit. appli., priv. bath in 2nd BR, 5 miles
from UCF. Only $1595/mo.($~98 per br}.
+ util. Avail. 7/1! Ca,11 today! 407-249-1417
2842 Bolton Bend, 32817.
3/2 w/ family room. Mins. away irom
UCF. $1195/mo. Avail. August. Call
407-383-0225. For more info
visit http://www.clphomes.com.
UCF/Waterford Lakes area
New wateHront townhouse. Gated:
2 bed, 2.5 baths. Garage.
Walk-in closets in bedrooms.
Washer/Dryer. 407-359-2058.
2/2 townhome in Sussex Place. 2 mi.
from UCF. New appliances and carpet.
W/D hookups. Community pool.
Landscaping incl. $695/mo plus,security.
Call 407-833-8199 or 407-381 -5105.

Q)

'-' L:L:

WANTED: Workers for chu rch nurs!'lry.
If you enjoy caring for children age 3 &
under, are looking for flexible, PIT work
that pays well, please contact Jennifer
Crone, Nursery Coordinator at St. Luke's
Cathedral in downtown Orlando. Email :
stlukesnursery @hotmail.com or (407)
849-0680, ext. 216.

MARKET RESEARCH

Administrative front desk assistant
· needed in LBV apartment complex.
Good benefits & 401 K. Must be n/s, .
bright, good w/ people. Educ. a plus. Fax
resume w/ pay request to 407-658-6103.

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER

Babysitter wanted Tue. 8-4:30

Permanent PT positions
at Winter Park Office.
Mostly evening hours 5-9 pm.
Occasional 9 am - 1 pm.
About 12-20 hours/wk.
Flex. sched. as your sched.
changes. Starting $7-7.50
depending on exp.
NEVER SALES/Research only

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

!

:::::>

MX Flash 2004 Programmer

Appointment setter - $10·- PIT 10 hours,
3 evenings per week 6pm - 9pm. Must
have excellent verbal/telephone skills.
Waterford Lakes area. Call for a
telephone interview (407} 222-1929
between 10am - 2pm M-F ONLY! !!

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road., #200
Orlando, FL 32817

600 Travel
700 WorSl)ip
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
999 Lost &Found

Bartender Trainees Needed!
No experience necessary. Up to $300
per shift. Flex. schedule. Call
1-888-327-4842. Dept. B630

SEEKING MYSTERY SHOPPERS!
Perfect for students! Flexible work from
home or school. FT/PT. Make your own
hours. (800) 830-8066.

Monday - Friday
9 a .m. - 5 p.m.

400 Services
450 Retail

pm. Early childhood education major
pref. Experience and references. req. To
start in Aug. or earlier. Please call
Debbie at 407-977-4882.
varet parking attendants needed for the
Orlando/Winter Park area. Seasonal
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate
openings available. 407-971 -9131 .
PIT childcare for 4 & 2 YR old in
Altamonte Springs. Light housework. Exp
& references reqd. Email letter of
interest, summer & fall hrs. of avail. &
resume to ronadesign @cfLrr.com.

LARGEST SALE OF YEAR!
· 1 Mo. FREE RENT No sec. dep. F
needed to take lease ·starting Aug. '04.
$526/mo. at Jefferson Lofts. Fully furn.,
W/D, free tanning, Internet, 8 HBO
channels, & pool and spa. Call
321-720-7665.
CONDO : Hunters Reserve, upstairs
corner unit. 2 bed/2 bath. $850/mth.
Washing machine and vaulted ceilings in
unit. Largest floor plan. No pets.
Available in June. Call 407-230-2219
Townhouse for rent. Walk to UCF.
2bd/2ba. 1,200 sq. ft. Vaulted ceiling and
W/ D. Rent $675/mo. Deposit is $600.
Call 407-671-1636 or 321-228-2311 .
www.collegerentals.com
UCF's best apartment search
for college students!
Roommate wanted for a 4/2 home. Close
to UCF off McCulloch. Home fully furn .
except bedroom $470/mo. incls. utilities,
W/D, Cable, Roadrunner. 407-281 -0849
or 561-312-9411 .

SATURDAY
10AM
Preview: Friday
June 18th
8:30am-5:00pm

Fevt.rtA.YiHlfk:

Gr eal: Select"'r.01111
c~~
popiilar~

~ wun.ieW .;«clv
~ For~ cheN,

V~O~Jeep
CIA'\.d, rnor~ Over
40, 000 V~
~~'to-°C}te,

Partial lnventory: 1999-2002's
some trucks 1997's & 1998's
OLDS ALERO , DODGE
STRATUS 1 BREEZE, CHEVMALIBU, FORD 'TAURUS,
'cONTOURS CROWN VlCS,
CARAVANS,1AEROSTARS, .
CHEROKEES, EXPEDITIONS,
S-10 PICK-UPS, FORD PICKUPS, DODGE PICK-UPS, HD
PICK-UPS, PASSENGER VANS,
& MISC. VEHICLES
1

NO BUYERS FEES

t.Wl.wthW e.c;w,

Call Donna at
407-671-7143

, Established Janitorial company in
Longwood looking ·for motivated and
energetic person. PT or FT. We w.i ll
train. Good. pay. Send resume to:
Wecare78@hotmail.com.
La Nueva 98.1 FM
Central Florida's #1 Spanish Radio
Station is hiring qualified candidates
for Account exec. for mark~ting
sales. BA degree pref. Looking for
enthusiastic and motivated people.
Exp. a plus. Please fax resumes to
407-830-6223.

ADVERTISING SALES
OVIEDO/WINTER SPRINGS AREA

Established Publishing Co.
seeking advertising reps.

Fun place to workl If you're not making
$400 to $600 (to start) a week and would
. like to, Call 407-679- 1001 .
Art sales. Will train.

Weekly newspaper serving
Oviedo & Winter Springs.
looking for candidates with excellent
communication skills, a strong work .
ethic and computer proficiency.
20-25 hours per week.
Hourly base + comm.'

Full.time receptionist for real estate office
on University Blvd. near UCF. Must have
FL real estate license. E-mail resumes to
charlotte.williams@era.com.
Administrative front desk assistant
needed in LBV apartment complex.
Good benefits & 401 K. Must be n/s,
bright, good w/ people. Educ. a plus. Fax
resume w/ pay request to 407-658-6103.

Fax resume to: 407-447-4556
or e-mail to :
mlanaris@UCFnews.com
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $550 to $1 295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.
Female in wheel chair needs assistance
with daily living activities. Nights and ·
weekends starting ASAP. Call
407-835-8190.
Attractive, thin females who smoke daily
0r weekly needed for confidential phone
interview. Selected callers earn $40.
Leave name and number, your call will
be returned ASAP. 661 -255-3940.

PLANNING AHEAD
FOR SUMM/FALL HOUSING?
Gorgeous 4/2 on lake. Ea_stwood area
avail 7/25. $1250/mo + Dep. Min 6 mo.
lease. Please call 407-579-7590
Room for rent in 3 bedroom house.
Waterford Lakes area. Must like cats.
No parties. $550 util. incl.
.
Call 407-282-7560.

FREE WEIGHT TRAINING
The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and
female volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to
examine how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight
training.

~

Participants will receive:
• 24 supervised training sessions
• MRI scans of the upper arms
• $125

Call Today
407-823-5163

..
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One bd of 4/4 at Jefferson Commons
avail. now. Pool view apt., move-in
special incl. covered parking, free 20"
Phillips TV, Phillips DVD player. Just
$410/mo. F student only. Call Tessa @
352-551 -6728.

FREE RENT

1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

Heather Glen
Apartments

407-657-0011
@
I~Roommates
~ FOR RENT:

LOOK
2 rooms avail. In-a large house close
to UCF. Incl. In ground pool, W/D,
full kitchen. $350/mnth. + split utll.
Call 407-641-4205.

Room avail in 412 house close
to UCF. Large backyard, hot tub,
W/D, lawn care. Phone, digital cable,
high-speed wireless i nternet &
storage incl. $400/mo. + 1/4 utll.
Call for info. 321-230-0658,
M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in
new 3 bdrm home on lake, gated
comm, 6 mins from UCF, $475/mo
incl. utll, n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool
& tennis. Call 407-482-3202 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.
Clean and Responsible
House in Waterford Lakes. $500/mo. All
util. incl. Fast access DSL. Call Lindsay
at 954-701-3806.
Room for rent in a 4/3 quiet
neighborhood. 5 min. form UCF. Pool,
DSL, cable, util. incl. $400/mo.
Call 407-971-1573.
Room for Rent. $400/mo. util. incl.
including basic cable. Sec. Dep. w/ cable
Internet access. Behind UCF. 10 min.
drive. Plenty of parking. 1i 4 acre of land.
Call Steve at 407-267-4982.
UCF AREA - 2709 Bolton Bend
2 roommates. 3/212 home, fenced yard,
· WID. Pets possible. $400/mo.
Call 269-930-8680.
F looking for nice, clean roommate to
share 212 condo in Ventura Country
Club. Guard gated, fully furn. bdrm, util.
incl. $450(mo. Curry Ford & Goldenrod.
Call 407-384-6244 for more info
UCF area - 10 mins. away. Female only.
$450 I mo. incl. everything. Pref. N/S.
Call 407-243-2630.

Female roommate needed ASAP for
2bed/2 bath apt/home on Dean and
Colonial. PIT student only. Christian
preferred. Only $310/mnth. plus 1/2 util.
Call 321-274-2277.
Room for rent in 3/2 Home in quiet
Oviedo neighborhood. 7 min. from UCF,
W/D, local phone, cable, 2 car gar.
$375/mo plus shared util. Call Kent at
407-497-8213.
ROOMMATE
2/2 bath, semi-furnished, $425/mo plus
1/2 utilities in River Park Apt. Pool, gym,
tennis, raquetball and morel Call
Morgan at 407-380-3905 or
mntbkrguy@yahoo.com

Best Price In Townlll
Room avail. with private bath in
Pegasus Landing. 3rd floor.
Furnished with all utilities included.
·._savings over $100 a month.
$405/mo. Call 305-343-1129.
1 bedroom/1 bath in a 212 @Jefferson
Commons. M or F $575 a month all
utilities included. W/D, 3 HBOs, & private
shuttle to UCF. Very Cleanl Avail. ASAP.
Call Keon @954-243-9051 .
2/2 available in Heather Glen. M/F. Avail.
end of June. $415/mo. + util. Quiet area.
Apt. w/ fireplace. Pets allowed. 2 ml.
from UCF. 6 mos. lease. Avail for
renewal. Call Alisha at 407-399-6984.

F roommate wanted. 4/bd house. Alafaya
Woods. $460/mo. util. incl., ethernet,
W/D, cable & phone. No Pets. Avail.
Aug. Furn. If needed. Call 407-828-2664
daytime or 407- 298-1263 after 6 p.m.

1 bedroom in 4/4 at Jefferson Commons.
Female only. NS. $485/mo. all util. incl.
W/D, 3 HBO's, and private bath. Free
shuttle to UCF. Avail. ASAP. Call
Courtney at 407-435-9632.

2 clean, quiet and .NS roommates
wanted. 3/2 home in UCF/Suncrest
area. Unfurn. bds. $500/mo. Incl; .
utll., W/D, cable, phone, and scmd
porch. HS Internet separate. Avail.
NOWlll Email: klelnst_42@yahoo.com
with name and number.

Summer Savings!
Private 1st fl. BO/BA & walk-in closet.
$75/mo. off if move-in before June 101
Optional renewal for Fall & Spring. Great
F roommates. Village at Alafaya Club.
$460/mo. all incl. Starting ASAP!
Call 727-692-1714.

2 roommates wanted for 4/3 house with
pool. 3000 sq. ft. beautiful property. $379
plus util. Fully furnished with wireless
cable. UCF students call 407-282-4246.
Ask for Ian. Move-in b/w June and Aug.
Female student roommate needed for
brand new 3 bed 2 1'/2 bath villa @
Waterford Lakes. $425/mo + utll. Move in
Aug '04. NS & clean a MUSTI
Call Lisa @ 954-648-1600
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in new
4 bedroom house, new neigh. Lg. rooms,
back yard faces preserve. House furn.,
bedrooms not. Sec. sys., high-speed
wireless Internet, cable t.v., 77CH
$525/mo. all util. incl. 954·349-1580.

.

No Place Like Home
2 great rooms avail. Aug., near UCF,
pool; clubhouse, tennis courts, lake.
$500/mo., yearly lease.
Call Sherry I Todd @ 954-753-2247.
Female Roommate for room In a 3
bedroom 2 1/2 bath house. Everything
included DSL, cable, phone, electric.
$465/mo. No lease. 8 minutes to UCF.
Call 407-761-1270.
MOVE IN MAY 15th
2 roommates needed to share 3/2 house.
$500/mo incl all Lltil & internet, 10 mins
from UCF, 10 secs from Valencia. fenced
in yard, & pool. 407-737-6700
Avalon Park: 2 rooms avail. in 312 town
. home. Fully furn. living area. '$450/mo for
downstairs, $500/mo for upstairs+ 1/3
util. Cable incl, adj comm. pool, flex
leases, no pets. Please call 407-489-8127
Room available for female to share with
females in 4/2 home near UCF. Fully
furnished. N/S, no pets please.
$325/mo. plus utilities.
Call 407-319-3751 .
2 Rooms for Rent, $450 Ecich
4/2 2-yr old house, 4 miles from UCF
seeking clean, quiet, Non-smokers
Include Utils, W/D, broadband, phone
Avail 6/1/04, call 407-207-8548.

Female roommate wanted for 4/2 at
Jefferson Commons. $450 per month all
amenities included. Avail A$AP.
Call Dana 561-312-1498
& leave message.
Sublease .@ University House, avail
ASAP $418/mo. includes all utilities,
ethernet, 3 HBO's, and free UCF shuttle.
Minutes from UCFI
Please call 850-418-5855.
F needed for master bdrm/ private bath
$370/mo. + 1/2 utll. W/D, full kitchen,
lawn service, no pets. Lease ends July
2004. Renewals avail. Move in ASAPI
Call Lisa @ 407-923-8880.
1/1 in 4/4 at Pegasus Landing, 1 month
rent free, no move-in fees. Avail. Todaylll
$490/mo. everything included.
. Call Lauren at 407-529-8995.
FIRST TWO MONTH'S RENT FREElll
F only. 4/2 loft-style apartment, fully
furnished. Pool view. Jefferson Lofts. ·
$516/mo all util incl. Avail. Aug. 2004
until Aug. 2005. Casey 727-542-8816.
1bd/1 ba in 4/4 at Jefferson Commons.
Old Renewal rate only $485/mo.I All util.
incl., 3rd floor, tennis ct. view. Free
shuttle to UCF. Beautiful pool. Call
Anthony at 954-461-6939.

Windsurfing Gear: 13' fully enclosed
trailer. Boards: 12' AHO Course Race
270L w/custom ~· centerboard GC, Sic
Presto 122L EC, Bic Electric Rock
1OSL EC. Sails: UP World Cup Race
4.Sm EC, Windwing 6.2m EC, boom,
carbon mast, fins, protex high speed
helmet. $1100 for all obo will separate.
407-671-8551 . blakehd@hotmail.com
Place your ad In minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classlfieds@UCFnews.com
View all classifieds onllne anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

1998 Ford Mustang, black, 5 speed.
Great condition, loaded, spoiler.
53k miles, garaged entire lit~.
$7,800 negotiable.
407-808-9955.
2002 Nissan Sentra
Auto, Gold, 36K miles
Excellent Condition. $8,500/080
Call 407-657-7132 or email
nightbae@hanmail.net
2002 Lexus IS 300 Sliver
23k miles. Fully loaded. Navigation
System. Automatic with sport shift.
Excellent condition. $25k 080.
Call 407-973-6865.

350
LOOKING TO RENT/BUY
A HOUSE FOR NEXT FALL?
We can help free of charge! Contact the
UCF Real Estate Advising Group at
UCFRealEstate@yahoo.com.
. 312 POOL HOME. Minutes from UCF.
All ceramic tile & wood floors.
No homeowner's association.
Immaculate condition. Asking $168,500.
Call for appointment 407-384-6641.

Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Harer (407) 362-2726.
NEED A LAWYER? ·
CALL A-A-A Attorney Referral Service
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DUI ,
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death,
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law,
Corporate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate,
All Civil & Criminal Matters.
1-800-733-5342.
Daniel's Tutoring Service,
Tutors available in ALL math classes
K-12, college level, entrance exams.
407-427-0067.

UCF BUTOKUKAN CLUB
Art, Sport, Self Defense Co·Ed
Beginner's classes now f~rming ...
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
Classes are M & W 7·9:00 PM In Ed
Bldg Rm 174A. Call 407·362-2492
for more Info. Open House, Wed
5/26 @ 8:00 PM

ACROSS
1 Wound crust
5 Fellow
9 Use Crayolas
14 Court
proceeding
15 Solemn vow
16 Chihuahua
chum
17 Word after
liberal or fine
18 1997 Peter
Fonda role
19 Turns sharply
20 Clothing
22 Thoroughfares
24 Thoroughfares
25 Gentleman
·25 Capp and
Capone
27 Caution
28 Obtain
31 Day divisions
· 34 Stage sides
35 Regret
36 High peaks
37 Lo.ne Ranger's
sidekick
38 Tipper or Al
39 Carnival city
40 Transmits
41 Prairie schooner
42 Put on
43 Bounders
44 Moroccan city
45 Flower holder
46 Frolicked
50 Worker
53 Silhouette
54 Benefit
55 Actor Norman
57 "Doctor
Zhivago" role
58 Chop finely
59 College credit
60 Famed British
school
81 Useful quality
62 Camera element
63 Banda and
Mineo

0

2004Tribune Medi• S ervlcea, lne.
All rlghta rHerved.

6 Stops
7 Had a bite
8 Long-tailed
birds
9 Underground
chambers
10 Portents
11 Stead
12 Hideous
creature
13 Diana or Marion
21 Sni9gler's
pursuit
23 Sign of the
zodiac
27 Corkscrews
28 Buccaneer's
drink
29 Continental
cash
30 Adolescent
DOWN
31 Difficult
1 Cicatrices
32 Potpourri
2 Jeweler's
33 Resting atop
. measure
34 Splendid
3 Up and about
37 Poke fun
4 Sullies
38 Some antelopes
5 Some noblemen 40 Bright red
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41 Cried
44 Shortcomings
45 Pronounce
aloud
46 Secretary of
State Powell
47 Lasso
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48 Sign up: var
49 College
bigwigs
50 Tibetan monk
51 Aara
52 ProhibliS
56 Compass dir.

Please see solutions in next issue - Wed. 6/16

You'll notice the difference in your lawn.
Not in your wallet.

Lawnlandscaping
maintenance
and
at reasonable prices

407 01·97628
•

•

www.isheaven4real.com
24 lesson bible prophecy course.
Jesus is coming soon! Be ready.
www.bibleuniverse.com
Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com
View all classifieds online anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

Now
Hiring!
On-©amp·u s
Gateer Peer .A dvisors·
The UCF Career Resource Center ls looking to hire enthusiqstic and caring student~ to
assist,their peers·with·cateer devet~p1!)ent issues. Under ~he>Supervision C?ffrofessibnal
career counselors, they participate in a series ofactivities andprograms to help students
begin their career. planning process early, and to get aequainted with thf resources
·
available in the center.
· .

WHY RENT
when you can

Spedfic Activities Performed:
_
I. Present outreach programs and workshops in· residence: halls, student
organizations, and·other campus groups (daytime and evening)
2. Assist s.taffin presenting career_plannin,g workshops
3. .Assist students during walk-in hours with career related issues such·as resumes
·and cover letter critiquing, interviewing, and job search strategi.es
4. P;articipate in CRC sponsored events such as career e:x.pos1 job fairs, graduate/
professional school fairs, and other special events
5. Assist staffwith event promotion and marke.tlng;
6. Help srudents access .a nd navigate the on-line career assessments sqeb ;as
eChoices and Sigi-Plus
7.. Help students identify and aecess information in·the CRC library
8·. Answer routine questions about major and career exploration, and how to sign
up and access the Geid Connection (the on~Jine recruiting software"Pr(>gram:) ·
9. Assist $taff with career.•i:elated research ~d other s:peci~ projects·
1o. ,Represep.t thie CRC at it.lf0tinati9i1 tables during fresbi:n~ 6tierttation, open.
houses, and other events.
11. Conduct practice interviews (a tn()ck interview pro~r-arri)

Qualifications:
1. Ability to work 15-20 hours pet week within the requited schedule
2. Sophomore academic standing or higher with a minimum cUinulative GPA of
2.5
.
I
J. Experience with Microsoft Office (PowetPoint and Excel preferted)
·
4. Interest in career: development issues and helping other students
5. Possess excellent communication and presentation skills
6. Demonstrate a positive attitude, enthusiasm, and initiative
How Can You Benefit?
L Jump-start your own career planning ·process by being part of it!
2. Develop valuable experience in these areas.: advising students, .rep.resenting
CRC through outreach initiatives, presentiqg career planning workshops, 'and
networking with employyrs during career fairs and otherprograms

-Salarv: $8.00 hour
• Application Deadline is June 30,2004
•
We strongly encourage students eligible forCoUege WorkStu<;ly'to apply

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL Fl..oRIDA
CAR~B R ResooR.C£ .CENT ER

l

Unit of Academic Development and Retel)tion
Division of Student 1f:v•lopment and Erirollment Scrvlce:i

To apply, co:ntact the
Career Resource Center
Student Resource Center
Building 7G
407-823-2631
crc@mail.ucf.eduf

'

OWN?
3 BEDROOM,
2 BATH HOMES

I

Come·join your cla1111ale1 already living here•••
· · · p1111receive·· a1111 Wa~her/Dryerl
• Down Payment Assistance
• Immediate Occupancy
•Over 25 Homes to Choos.e From
• Tax Deductions

•Clubhouse
• Two Swimming Pools
• Two Recreation Areas
• Private Home Sites

Models Open Monday-Saturday 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
and Sunday I 1:00 a.m.-5:00 p_.m• .
'On Colonial (Hwy. 50) 2 Miles East Of Alafaya

4 ·0 7-281-6029
1575·Pel Stteet • Orlando, Florida 32828 • www.flaparks.com
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.m lGH SPEED 24-hour Internet in all bedrooms .
&]IGITAL TV Programming with 60+ channels

ft

DJNLIMITED local phone service (4 private lines)
0
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EfLL UTILITIES INCLUDED: Electricity, alarm,
water, sewage, trash & pest control, gated access
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What Residents Say:
Chester (ilullft'June) Jones
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"After checking the other
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j spsrtments, I gratefully
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discovered Rlverwlnd. If one
Is looking for comfort (size)
ands secure, friendly college
atmosphere, this ls the best
living situation."

UCF Shunle Service Available
.
.

"Community features are
excellent, snd there sre
extra-curricular sctlvlt/Bs
going on sll the time."

"I've lived In Rfverwfnd for
two years snd It hss by tsr
been my best living
·
experience."
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Reserve Your Suite Today!
(Ja/J

407-359·2815
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e-mail inforatl@riverwindapts.net
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. Job line

13-1391
Walk Ins welcome! ,-
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